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Outline
“Theory of QCD strings is hard to develop!
For long strings (high excitations) it should
be much easier.”
                      Divine revelation/Common wisdom
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Chiral Symmetry→Goldstone vs. Linear: 

in Ref. [8] on the basis of the two-dimensional ’t Hooft model [9, 10], is inapplicable
in four-dimensional QCD.

2 Preliminaries

How do we know that two mesons belong to one and the same chiral multiplet?:

For illustration purpose let us consider a simple case of U(1)L!U(1)R chiral sym-
metry,2 having in mind its generalization to SU(2)L!SU(2)R. In the linear repre-
sentation the symmetry generators V and A act as

V |±" = |±" , A|±" = |#" , (1)

where |±" are states of the opposite parity whose masses are degenerate, M+ =
M! .

The matrix element of the axial current aµ between any opposite-parity states
generically has the following form:

$+|aµ|%" = g(q2)(p++p!)!

!
gµ!%

qµ q!

q2

"
= g(q2)

#
(p++p!)µ%qµ

M2
+%M2

!

q2

$
,

(2)
where q = p+ % p! is the momentum transfer and we assume, for simplicity, that
|±" are spin-0 particles (generalization to higher spins is straightforward). The
specific form above is dictated by conservation of the axial current, we implied the
chiral limit of QCD. The pole at q2 = 0 reflects propagation of the massless pion.

In the linear realization, when |+" and |%" are partners, their masses are degen-
erate, M2

+ =M2
!, the coupling to the pion vanishes and the axial coupling

gA = g(0) = 1 (3)

to provide that the axial generator A =
%
d3x a0 acts as in Eq. (1).

When the chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken the masses are not equal and
the coupling to pion does not vanish, it is given by the generalized Goldberger–
Treiman relation which follows from Eq. (2),

g"+! = f!1
" gA(M2

+%M2
!) . (4)

There is no constraints on the axial coupling gA because the matrix element of the
axial generator A vanishes, $%|A|+" = 0, as it is seen from Eq. (2) at !q = 0.

2 Thus, we are neglecting dynamical breaking of U(1)A symmetry.
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  ← generalized Goldberger-Treiman 
       relation 

✷ No constraints on      , the axial charge vanishes!
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 SU(Nf)L×SU(Nf)R →SU(Nf)V

If

✷

✷ 
✷



Glozman et al conjectured:  At high energies the chiral condensate 
becomes less important. Pions decouple → Asymptotically linear 
realization,

gA→1,  ΔM ≡ M+-M- →0
inside the given representation
while gA→0 for “outside” transitions

How fast?

✷ If the distance ΔM2chiral << ΔM2radial ~ n0 

A natural scaling law would be:

               ΔM2chiral ~ M-2 ~ (n -1 , J -1) 



  

Two-dimensional ‘t Hooft model presents a (primitive)
example of this type: no asymptotic restoration.

Parity degeneracy:

This is a shorthand for degeneracy of the states belonging to one and the same chiral
multiplet. Two opposite parity states may be (approximately) degenerate and, at the
same time, not belong to one and the same chiral multiplet provided we deal with the
Nambu-Goldstone mode of realization of the chiral symmetry. For instance, !! may
be approximately degenerate with a1, but the chiral partner to a1 is ! rather than
!!. Therefore, the parity degeneracy is equivalent to the chiral multiplet degeneracy
only if the chiral symmetry is realized in the linear mode.

In the Regge picture with linear trajectories the meson resonances are lying
equidistantly on straight lines M2(J) = (J ! J0)/"! in the plane {M2, J}.
Di!erent trajectories di!er only by values of the intercept J0. As we discussed above
this picture implies that for parity partners there is no degeneracy in M2 on the
leading trajectories, i.e., the ones with no radial excitations. A particular example
is ! and a1 trajectories. Although M2 is not degenerate,

!(M2
±) = M2

+ ! M2
" = !J0/"! " "2 , (8)

the mass di!erence diminishes for higher excitations,

!M± "
"2

M
" (n"1/2, L"1/2) . (9)

However, this mass di!erence is of the same order as the gap between neighboring
states which are not chiral partners, i.e., !M± " Mhad.

“Botched” chiral symmetry restoration:

In discussed above regime of linear R Regge trajectories the mass splittings in the
chiral multiplets of highly excited mesons scale as

!(M2
±) = M2

+ ! M2
" " "2 , (10)

so that
!M± " M"1 " (n"1/2, L"1/2) . (11)

One can say that in fact this is the absence of a genuine #SR since in this case
the values of !M± " Mhad in the given chiral multiplet are of the same order of
magnitude as the splittings of the mesons lying on distinct daughter trajectories. The
splitting !M± still tends to zero at n, L # $ but in a minimal manner. Moreover,
there are no obvious reasons why gA must approach unity in the transitions between
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We will argue (from linearity of Regge trajectories, quasiclassical
picture, etc.): 

         For highly excited states 

and gA ~ n-1/2 for all axial transition amplitudes.

  The Nambu-Goldstone mode persists!



Regge Phenomenology

Linear equidistant quark-meson trajectories (except M2, J=0, 0);

No parity degeneracy on the leading trajectory

If the trajectories do not start converging “later” → asymptotic
linear realization is not restored ...

2

xxxxx

a) Nambu!Goldstone mode b)

Transition

Linear

Nambu!Goldstone

g  ~ 0
A

g  ~1/2
A

xxxxx g  ~ 1
A

g  > 1
A

M M
2

Figure 2: Two scenarios of the chiral symmetry realization for high excitations. Open circles
denote ! and its excitations, open squares a1 and its excitations. Arrows show the values of the
axial constant gA for the corresponding transitions.

one can say that this is the case since Eqs. (11) and (12) imply that !M2
±/M2 ! 1/n.

Although it is su"cient for symmetry restoration of inclusive objects (such as scalar
versus pseudoscalar correlators) this degree of fall-o# is insu"cient for the genuine
asymptotic restoration. Growth of distances with energy appears naturally in quasi-
classical string picture of hadrons. In this picture, discussed in the next section, the
high excitations correspond to extended objects with growing sizes.

A reservation is in order here. There is a possibility of a more subtle “dislocation”
— a dislocaiton not in the spectrum but in the values of gA’s. This possibility is
depicted in Fig. 2. As an example, this figure displays !, a1 and their excitations. As-
sume that for the lowest-lying states, ! and a1 and their close neighbors, there is a set
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The mass of a high radial excitation of the meson state (say, !n) can be deter-
mined from a quasiclassical quantization condition. The mass Mn can be presented
as

Mn = 2p + "r . (14)

The mass Mn = 2p0 where p0 is the momentum at zero separation. At nonzero
separation quarks create a flux tube of the chromoelectric field with the maximal
length

#! =
Mn

"
. (15)

The quasiclassical quantization condition implies

! !!

0

p(r) dr = $n (16)

with p(r) = (Mn # "r)/2. Then we immediately arrive at

M2
n = 4$"n $ !2 n . (17)

(Let us parenthetically note that asymptotically linear n dependence of M2
n was

analytically obtained in the two-dimensional ’t Hooft model [9,10] where linear con-
finement is built in. In this case the next-to-leading correction is logarithmic in n.
It would be interesting to understand this fact qualitatively.)

A similar quasiclassical estimate for a spinning string implies linearity of M2 in
the angular momentum L. In fact, if both nr and L %= 0, Eq. (17) stays valid with
the substitution

n ! nr + L . (18)

The degeneracies following from (17) and (18) include the ones associated with the
(asymptotic) chiral symmetry.
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L ~ M

Γtot ~ (1/N) M ~ (1/N) Λ n1/2        (CNN, 1979)

The # of channels ~ n; each has Γ~ (1/N) Λ n-1/2

A→Vπ  amplitude ~ (εiεf)|pπ|∕N1/2 ~ (εiεf) ΔM2gA/fπ→

At maximum  gA ~ Λ/M ~ n-1/2

{π

(PSZ ‘05)



A part of the spectral degeneracy comes from spin independence.
(Chromo)magntic charges are screened in the vacuum!

An upper bound on spin-spin 
         ~ Λ-2L-3 ~ Λ n-3/2;   ΔM2 ~ 1/n

(L+nr)1/2
↑

✷ String degeneracy:

               M = F(L+nr)[1+O(1/n, 1/L)]

ΔM2 ~ 1/n



AdS/CFT & AdS/QCD
(a) Sakai & Sugimoto (top-down)
(b) Karch, Katz, Son & Stephanov (bottom-up)
(c) Casero, Kiritsis, Paredes (mixed)

Holographic description of hadrons with
the fifth coordinate z is used.
SS placed Nf  test D8 - D8 brane
pairs in the background of  Nc  D4 branes 
compactified on SUSY breaking S1. 

of the superstring theory by anti-periodic boundary conditions for fermions. The
quarks are introduced by Nf test D8-D8 pairs living in dimension orthogonal to
S1. They are associated with strings connecting a D4 brane with D8 or D8, the
UL(Nf ) ! UR(Nf ) chiral symmetry of QCD is realized as a gauge symmetry of the
Nf D8-D8 pairs.

In the limit of large Nc and large coupling the supergravity approximation to
string theory is applied. The solution for the metric is characterized by existence
of the horizon, U > UKK, in the radial coordinate U transverse to the D4 branes.
As U " UKK the radius of S1 shrinks to zero and D8/D8 branes merge to form a
single component of the D8-branes, see Fig. 4. Only the diagonal U(Nf ) survives on
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Figure 4: A sketch of D8 and D8 branes from [?].

the resultant D8 brane. This explicitly shows spontaneous breaking of the UL(Nf )!
UR(Nf ) chiral symmetry.

In application to the vector, axial-vector and spin-zero fields the above construc-
tion generates the action

SSS = !

!
d4x dz Tr

"
K!1/3 1

2
F 2

µ! + K F 2
µz

#
(19)

where

K = 1 + z2 , ! =
" Nc

108#3
. (20)

This expression is written in five dimensions, z is the holographic coordinate. Bound-
aries at positive and negative z-asymptotics correspond to V ±A combinations of the
gauge fields while Az is associated with the pseudoscalar field. The conformal sym-
metry is softly broken; one-dimensional quantum mechanics in the the holographic
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The massless pion is built in and does 
not decouple from high excitations. 
Nambu-Goldstone mode



5 Chiral symmetry: linear realization
Refer also
to Bardeen
and Hill who
considered
linear real-
ization of the
light-heavy
quark
mesons, such
as B’s

z M2 nr L

SSS = !

!
d4xdz Tr [K!1/2F 2

µ!/2+KF 2
µz] K = 1+z2 ! = "Nc/108#3 (24)

SKKSS =

!
d4xdz e!(z)!g

"
"|DX|2+3|X|2"

1

4g2
5

(F 2
L+F 2

R)
#

! = z2 g2
5 = 12#2/Nc

(25)
If both left- and right-handed SU(Nf)’s are linearly realized, hadronic states

must fall into degenerate multiplets of the full chiral symmetry. The degeneracy
is lifted by an SU(Nf)L # SU(Nf)R $ SU(Nf)V spontaneous breaking of the
symmetry that dies o! with energy (or the excitation number n, which is the same).
Let us first briefly review an appropriate representation theory [32].

Our next task will be an estimate of $Mn versus n = nr + L at n % 1 where
$Mn is the mass di!erence in particular chiral representations, for instance, the mass
di!erence between the scalar and pseudoscalar mesons or the vector and axial-vector
ones.

The large-Nc limit sets an appropriate theoretical framework for consideration
of excited mesons. As for excited baryons, there is no reason for their widths to be
suppressed at Nc $ &. Therefore, theoretical analysis of highly excited baryonic
states becomes problematic, as at n % 1 they should form a continuum. Empirically,
isolation of excited baryon resonances from existing hadronic data seems possible, and
data seem to indicate restoration of the full chiral symmetry for excited baryons [2,
20–22]. Representations of unbroken SU(2)L#SU(2)R for baryons had been studied
long ago, even before the advent of QCD [32].

In terms of the quark fields the SU(Nf)L # SU(Nf)R chiral symmetry is
conveniently represented in terms left- and right-handed Weyl spinors, qL,R =
(1 ' %5)q/2,

[qL]if" , [qR]if̄"̇ , (26)

where &, &̇ = 1, 2 are spinorial indices of the Lorentz group, i = 1, . . . , Nc is the
color index and f, f̄ = 1, . . . , Nf are subflavor indices of two independent, left and
right, SU(Nf). The chiral symmetry transformations are

qf
L $ Lf

g qg
L , qf

R $ Rf̄
ḡ qḡ

R , (27)
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suppressed at Nc $ &. Therefore, theoretical analysis of highly excited baryonic
states becomes problematic, as at n % 1 they should form a continuum. Empirically,
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conveniently represented in terms left- and right-handed Weyl spinors, qL,R =
(1 ' %5)q/2,

[qL]if" , [qR]if̄"̇ , (26)

where &, &̇ = 1, 2 are spinorial indices of the Lorentz group, i = 1, . . . , Nc is the
color index and f, f̄ = 1, . . . , Nf are subflavor indices of two independent, left and
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qf
L $ Lf

g qg
L , qf

R $ Rf̄
ḡ qḡ

R , (27)
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QM eigenvalues of the hologhaphic coordinate z
give M2 in 4D. Characteristic z ~ n1/2.

“ρ-a1” splittings in KKSS are due to the X
field (containing pion and its scalar partner). 

KKSS: X→ const. ➭M2+-M2- ~1/n BUT trajectories 

NONlinear

5 Chiral symmetry: linear realization
Refer also
to Bardeen
and Hill who
considered
linear real-
ization of the
light-heavy
quark
mesons, such
as B’s
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! = z2 g2
5 = 12$2/Nc

(25)
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CKP: X→ z,   ➭M2+-M2- ~const. 
Trajectories are linear & equidistant
BUT➭Nambu-Goldstone mode
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gluon

gluino
supersymmetric 
gluodynamics

Planar Equivalence 
2007

Orienti : !! Dirac "i j

Z2 Orbi Dirac bi f undamental
SU(2N)! SU(N)"SU(N)

g2
D = 2g2

P

Orienti-AS: at N=3 one-flavor QCD➜quark condensate,...

Kovtun, Ünsal, Yaffe: necessary and sufficient 
cond. ⇒ nonbeaking of discrete symmetries:

C for orienti and Z2 for orbi

Sannino; Ünsal ⇒ 
T dependence of 
planar equivalence

C in QCD-like theories? P proof← Vafa, Witten
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Discrete symmetry nonbreaking = convergence of expansion
in fermion loops in pure Yang-Mills ➜ ASV, ‘06
Witten: in pure YM vacuum 
is unique at θ=0            

            

Convergence=uniqueness
 of vacuum

Polyakov’s criterion: ZN center in orienti at N→∞

R3!S1 compacti f ication
!

P exp
"Z

S1
iAµdxµ

#$

Polyakov line = 0! ZN unbroken! con f inment
Polyakov line != 0" ZN broken" decon f inment

!i j! Z2 at most at even N ????
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✷✷✷ At N→∞ we find ZN center in orienti ✷✷✷

Two SU(N)’s, one condition
Figure 4: One fermion loop (i.e. log det (i !!+ !Aa T a

AS)) in the gluon field background
(shown as shaded areas).

gluodynamics. At N = " two-index antisymmetric fermions do not decouple. There
is no apparent center-group symmetry in this theory, right? It is clear that the
confinement/deconfinement criterion as the center-group breaking vs. nonbreaking
is in trouble. Through planar equivalence we know that at N = " the temperature
behavior of this theory is exactly the same as in supersymmetric gluodynamics where
the Polyakov criterion is perfectly applicable. Where is a way out?

What seems obvious is not always correct. I want to argue that the center-group
symmetry which is not seen at the Lagrangian level in orienti theories,3 in fact,
appears dynamically in the ’t Hooft limit.

To see that this is indeed the case let us turn to a “refined” proof of planar equiv-
alence presented in [29]. The analysis is based on Nf expansion in the given “back-
ground” gluon field, with the subsequent integration over the gluon field. Figure 4
displays one-fermion loop in planar geometry (i.e. on a sphere). The gluon fields
“inside” and “outside” the loop do not communicate with each other at N # ".
This is indicated by distinct shadings. Averaging over the gluon field inside the loop
is independent of averaging outside. This means that in calculating this contribu-
tion we can introduce two distict gluons, two independent SU(N)’s. Each has its
ZN center. However, only one of them survives due to the fact that the propagating
fermion has two fundamental indices upstairs. A typical multiloop contribution (five
fermion loops) is shown in Fig. 5. Here we have six distinct SU(N) gluons, with five
constraints on six ZN center groups. Again, one ZN center survives. Needless to
say, this symmetry disappears at 1/N level.

Thus, we do have a ZN center-group symmetry in orienti-S/AS! Conceptually,
this is a non-trivial statement, at the same time being a trivial consequence of planar
equivalence. After all (reduced) SUSY is also not obvious apriori in orienti theo-
ries. This observation invalidates some statements in the literature; in particular, it
restores “equal-rights” status for even and odd values of N .

3For even N there is, of course, an obvious Z2 center group, which is no match to ZN
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Figure 5: An example of fermion multiloops in the gluon field background at N ! ".

6 D Branes in Field Theory

In 1996 Dvali and I reanalyzed [7] supersymmetric gluodynamics, found an anoma-
lous (1, 0) central charge in superalgebra, not seen at the classical level, and argued
that this central charge will be saturated by domain walls interpolating between
vacua with distinct values of the order parameter, the gluino condensate #!!$, la-
beling N distinct vacua of the theory. An exact relation expressing the wall tension
in terms of the gluino condensate was obtained. Elementary walls interpolate be-
tween vacua n and n + 1, while k-walls interpolate between n and n + k.

In 1997 Witten interpreted [37] the above BPS walls as analogs of D-branes.
This is because their tension scales as N % 1/gs rather than 1/g2

s typical of solitonic
objects (here gs is the string constant). Many promising consequences ensued. One
of them was the Acharya–Vafa derivation of the wall world-volume theory [38].
Using a wrapped D-brane picture and certain dualities they identified the k-wall
world-volume theory as 1+2 dimensional U(k) gauge theory with the field content
of N = 2 and the Chern-Simons term at level N breaking N = 2 down to N = 1.
Later Armoni and Hollowood exploited this set-up to calculate the wall-wall binding
energy [39].

In 2002 Yung and I considered N = 2 model, weakly coupled in the bulk (and,
thus, fully controllable), which supports both BPS walls and BPS flux tubes [8].
We demonstrated that a gauge field is indeed localized on the wall; for the minimal
wall this is a U(1) field while for nonminimal walls the localized gauge field is
non-Abelian. We also found a BPS wall-string junction related to the gauge field
localization. The field-theory string does end on the BPS wall, after all! The end
point of the string on the wall, after Polyakov’s dualization, becomes a source of
the electric field localized on the wall. In 2005 Sakai and Tong analyzed [40] generic
wall-string configurations. Following condensed matter physicists they called them
boojums.

Among advances of the recent years I want to single out one development: the
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Six SU(N)’s, five conditions



Conclusions

✷ Linearity of the Regge trajectories & quasiclassical 
picture of long strings imply persistence of the 
Nambu-Goldstone mode of the chiral symmetry 
realization for high excitations.

✷ For two-index fermions Ψij there is a hidden 
dynamical ZN center symmetry at N = ∞. 
Explicit violations of ZN are O(1/N).


